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The ten masters of sorcery disappeared in the blink of an eye, and nothing left after being bombarded 

by the thunder! 

 

Even these ten magic masters don’t even have the ability to resist and evade! 

 

Shizuo Xuanye was dumbfounded and looked at David in front of him! 

 

And those warriors started to swarm up after a brief shock, attacking David with weapons from all 

directions! 

 

They are trying to use the crowd tactics to exhaust David to death! 

 

Unfortunately, their idea is doomed to be wrong. 

 

In David’s eyes, they are nothing but ants, and they can kill one with just one sword. 

 

No matter how many people there are, it is nothing more than wielding two more swords! 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword exudes a bloodthirsty green glow. With a single stroke, dozens of warriors 

around David will be instantly cut into two pieces! 

 

Soon, the hundreds of warriors in the square are now very few! 

 

The entire square has long been covered with blood and broken limbs! 



 

At this moment, the remaining warriors couldn’t hold it any longer! 

 

Even with Bushido thought control, he couldn’t hold on. 

 

The samurai can’t stand the bloody smell and start to vomit! 

 

Some people start to go unhinged and run around like crazy! 

 

Others turned their heads and started to run away, without the fearless spirit they had just now. 

 

At this moment, all the Bushido spirit was completely crushed by David! 

 

Seeing this, Shizuo Xuanye knew that if he went on like this, he would be finished, so while David was 

not paying attention, he suddenly punched David! 

 

Zuo Xuanye on this island is the peak strength of Marquis Dawu, which is a bit stronger than that of 

Kazuo Kawaguchi! 

 

Shizuo Genye’s punch unleashed all his strength, because he knew that he only had this chance! 

 

At this time, Shizuo Xuanye was like a mad bull, mercilessly moving towards David! 

 

David turned around abruptly and punched it out! 

 

Rumbling… 



 

After a deafening loud noise, two huge forces collided together! 

 

The aftermath of the collision sent the entire shrine flying out in an instant! 

 

David’s figure didn’t move, but Nashima Zuo Xuanye flew upside down! 

 

Shizuo Xuanye fell heavily to the ground, and a mouthful of blood spurted out! 

 

David looked at the towering statue, and the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand slashed in an instant… 

 

The huge statue was directly cut off in the middle, and it collapsed suddenly! 

 

And a black fog flew out of the statue in an instant, and then moved towards Zuo Xuanye on that island! 

 

David knew that this black fog must be the soul of the island, and he wanted to use the body of Shizuo 

Xuanye! 

 

David would not let him succeed, and the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand swung towards Shizuo 

Xuanye! 

 

Shizuo Xuanye, who was seriously injured, looked at David’s rapid sword qi, and he didn’t have time to 

dodge! 

 

Pfft……. 

 

Shizuo Genye’s head was instantly chopped off and thrown out from a distance! 



 

The black fog stayed in front of Shizuo Genye, and slowly the black fog condensed into a human shape! 

 

“Boy, you dare to kill my descendants…” 

 

Dao Zuojin glared at David! 

 

“Not only will I kill your descendants, but I will also refine you…” 

 

David smiled lightly, facing Shima Sakin, who only had the soul, it was much easier to deal with than that 

Toyotomi Hideyoshi! 

 

I saw that David’s stomach began to swell, and then he took a big mouth, and a huge suction force 

moved towards the island in an instant! 

 

Shima Sakon is now just a soul, and there is no way to stop this huge suction. 

 

In the end, David sucked it directly into his stomach! 

 

The Heart Condensation Art quickly turned far, and quickly refined the spirits around the island! 

 

Looking at the corpses all over the floor, David was expressionless! 

 

“The next house…” 

 

Putting away the Dragon Slaying Sword, David slowly walked down the mountain! 



 

And at this moment, Huang Mao also drove his racing car to the top of the mountain, and looked at the 

stumps and broken arms all over the mountain, blood flowed into rivers, and he was stupid all of a 

sudden! 

 

David grinned slightly as he passed the yellow hair. 

 

It was this smile that stayed in Huang Mao’s mind for a lifetime… 
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In one day, David also wiped out the other two shrines, and almost slaughtered the entire shrine’s 

people! 

 

That is, on this day, countless believers in the island country were all lost in confusion, because the gods 

they believed in were destroyed by others, and the shrines they worshiped were destroyed by others… 

At the 

 

same time, David Instructed Fumio Watanabe to quickly rebuild shrines in various places, and at this 

time, the statues of gods enshrined in the shrines were replaced by David! 

 

Coupled with the promotion of the Watanabe family and the propaganda of some witnesses, David has 

gained a large number of believers in a very short period of time! 

 

You must know that the famous island nation is very strange. They only respect the strong! 

 

Although David is from Daxia, although David beheaded thousands of islanders in one day! 

 

But those ordinary people still regard him as a god, because in their eyes, David is a strong man. 



 

The news that the four major shrines in the island country were all destroyed spread like wildfire, and 

soon spread throughout the island country. 

 

This shocked the martial arts world of the entire island country! 

 

Even the high-level officials of the island country felt the seriousness of the situation, and they 

summoned the major masters of the island country’s martial arts field to discuss countermeasures! 

 

You must know that the strength of these shrines is one of the best in the island country, but they were 

all destroyed by one person in one day. This kind of blow and shock is unbearable for many island 

people! 

 

At this time, in Watanabe Fumio’s villa, David sat cross-legged and adjusted his breath! 

 

It has swallowed so many Valkyrie-level souls in one breath, even if David’s Concentration Technique is 

powerful, it will take some time to digest it! 

 

Three days later, David slowly opened his eyes, his eyes were as deep as the vast universe! 

 

At this moment, Hu Mazi and Lao Fan walked in! 

 

Feeling the breath of David, Hu Mazi smiled lightly and said, “David, did you break through again at this 

time?” 

 

David nodded: “I have now reached the strength of the third-rank Martial Saint, the spirit of those old 

guys. It’s really a good thing, but unfortunately there are too few…” 

 



If the island country can have ten or eight such shrines, David’s strength should be able to improve 

faster and higher! 

 

“Do you still want to devour more? You destroyed these shrines, and the island country has turned 

upside down. Now the island country’s top officials are angry, and the island country’s martial arts world 

is even more indignant, and they want to completely destroy you!” 

 

Hu Mazi reminded . 

 

“Really? That’s great, so I can absorb some more strength!” 

 

David was not worried, but became happy! 

 

Anyway, they are all from the island country, so David is not polite. Now his third-rank Martial Saint’s 

strength is enough to deal with everything! 

 

“Mr. Chen, don’t be too optimistic. I heard that the top officials of the island country are angry and have 

already said that the island country’s martial arts community must pull you down from the altar, 

otherwise ordinary people in the island country will become your believers.” 

 

“So The martial arts world of the island country plans to invite the first master of the island country, 

Kuroki Kawasaki, I heard that this guy has lived for nearly 200 years, and has already reached the 

strength of martial arts a long time ago, and now no one knows what realm this Kuroki Kawasaki has 

reached!” 

 

“He has been in seclusion for decades because he has no opponents. I heard that this time the island 

nation’s martial arts community will be dispatched collectively to invite Kuroki Kawasaki to come out…” 

 

Lao Fan followed David with a solemn expression. 



 

“There are still such masters in the island country?” David’s eyes flashed brightly: “Wouldn’t this make 

me have a full meal again?” 

 

Hu Mazi and Lao Fan heard this, and the two looked at each other a little stupidly. 

 

They originally wanted to persuade David to return to China, after all, the island country has been 

turned upside down! 

 

Moreover, David also retaliated, and his strength has also increased. 

 

It’s enough to say that this trip to the island country is a worthwhile trip! 
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but I didn’t expect David to even think about fighting the number one master of the island country… 

 

Seeing the appearance of the two, David smiled slightly: “Don’t worry, if I’m not that Kawasaki My 

opponent, if you want to escape, it’s okay, he can’t stop me…” 

 

“That’s right, with your current ability, no one in the entire secular world can stop you.” 

 

Hu Mazi nodded. 

 

…… 

 

Island country, Mount Fuji crater! 

 



The temperature inside the crater is hot all year round. Although the volcano has not erupted, the 

magma surging underground still transmits a lot of heat! 

 

But after exiting the crater, there was thick snow outside, and the weather became extremely cold 

again! 

 

Here is simply a world of ice and fire! 

 

The crater is still more than ten kilometers away from the original Chizuru Shrine! 

 

However, because the crater is too steep, it is inaccessible! 

 

But in the center of the crater, a log cabin was built here, and there are obvious traces of human 

activities outside the log cabin! 

 

Does anyone actually live here? 

 

If ordinary people know about it, I am afraid that my jaw will drop! 

 

At this time, there were more than a dozen people walking towards the crater. Although it was very 

steep, these people walked very fast! 

 

Among these people, the ones with the lowest strength are in the realm of Marquis of Great Wu. 

 

Coming to the edge of the crater, looking at the crater that is 100 meters deep, a dozen people jumped 

down without hesitation! 

 



Soon a dozen people came to the front of the cabin, and then they all knelt down and worshipped. 

 

You must know that these people are all famous characters in the island country, and each of them is an 

existence that stomps and makes the island country tremble! 

 

But at this time, they knelt down in front of the wooden house, each with their heads bowed, their faces 

full of reverence! 

 

At this time, an old man in a samurai uniform in the wooden house was meditating with his eyes down! 

 

This person is the first master of the island country, Kuroki Kawasaki. 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki completely ignored the people kneeling outside. 

 

He was doing it quietly, without opening his eyes. 

 

And those people didn’t dare to make a sound, they just kept kneeling on the ground, although 

everyone’s strength is very strong! 

 

But in this crater, the hot temperature quickly made them sweat, but no one dared to move! 

 

After several hours, Kuroki Kawasaki slowly opened his eyes! 

 

“Come in…” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s voice rang out! 

 



More than a dozen people felt like they were burdened, got up in a hurry, and filed into the wooden 

house! 

 

Among these people, only a very small number of people have seen Kuroki Kawasaki, and many people 

have only heard of it, but have never seen the face of Kuroki Kawasaki! 

 

After entering, many people secretly looked at Kuroki Kawasaki. 

 

But it doesn’t matter if you don’t look at it, you are all in shock at a glance! 

 

Because in their cognition, Kuroki Kawasaki should be an old man with a white beard, and he is about to 

die… 

 

But at this time, Kuroki Kawasaki has no beard, his hair is black, and he looks like a middle-aged man 

People, how can you look like an old man who is nearly two hundred years old! 

 

“Did you come to me because all four shrines were destroyed?” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki said slowly. 

 

This time, everyone was stunned for a moment, and their faces were incredible! 

 

You must know that only Kuroki Kawasaki lives here, and since the outside world has long been isolated, 

how would he know? 

 

But soon, these people all knelt down! 

 



“Senior, the four major shrines of our island country were destroyed and shouted by a big summer child. 

We also asked the seniors to take action and defend the prestige of our island country…” 

 

Someone sincerely pleaded! 

 

“Hmph, it’s just a few wisps of divine soul, and you are worshipped as gods. You don’t think about 

making progress all day. Now you’ve been knocked on the door, only to realize that you are not strong 

enough.” 

 

“Our island country’s martial arts world is so declining, you guys can’t get rid of it It ‘s related…” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki snorted coldly! 
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just this sentence, scared everyone into a cold sweat instantly! 

 

These people can indeed represent the entire island nation’s martial arts world. They are all leaders in 

the martial arts world. No matter in terms of power and strength, no one in the island nation can match 

them! 

 

But now I’m scared to death by Kuroki Kawasaki’s words! 

 

“Senior, the island nation’s martial arts world has declined, and we cannot escape the guilt. However, 

we still ask the seniors to take action and kill the big Xia Xiaoer to stabilize the hearts of the people of 

our island. We should apologize in front of the seniors…” 

 

The guy in the lead hurriedly kowtowed. 

 



They all know that the martial arts world of the island country has reached this point, which makes 

Kuroki Kawasaki very angry. 

 

Someone has to be responsible for this! 

 

“I’m willing to apologize, and I’ll ask the seniors to take action and raise the majesty of our island 

country…” 

 

These people shouted together! 

 

Looking at the dozen or so people in front of him, Kuroki Kawasaki sighed. 

 

“That’s it, that’s it…” 

 

“I’m just shooting once, don’t disturb me in the future.” 

 

After that, Kuroki Kawasaki’s body slowly floated up! 

 

Immediately afterwards, the place where he was sitting was slowly opened, and a heat wave hit, and 

everyone saw the place where Kuroki Kawasaki was sitting, and there was actually billowing lava below! 

 

Seeing this scene, one by one almost knocked off their eyeballs! 

 

And in this magma, a samurai sword was inserted into it! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki stretched out his hand and pulled out the samurai sword directly! 

 



When the samurai sword was pulled out, everyone felt a chill that reached the depths of their hearts! 

 

To know that their lowest strength is now in the Great Marquis, the breath that can instantly shock their 

hearts, it will be extremely powerful. 

 

And this is just what a seemingly ordinary samurai sword radiates! 

 

“You can go, ask the Daxia people to find me here after three days. As for what method to use, that is 

your business. I will not leave here.” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki said. 

 

“Understood…” The 

 

leader of the group nodded quickly! 

 

It would be good for Kuroki Kawasaki to agree to take action, so they dare not ask for more! 

 

The group walked out of the wooden house, but when they looked at the crater, they were in trouble! 

 

When they came, although the outside was steep, there was still a certain slope and a place to stay! 

 

But now they want to go up, but there is no foothold at all, this is a crater more than 100 meters deep! 

 

With their strength, there is no way to jump to hundreds of meters! 

 



At this time, Kuroki Kawasaki slowly walked out of the wooden house and looked at those people with a 

little angriness! 

 

Immediately after that, he pulled out his samurai sword with a clang! 

 

Immediately after that, with a wave of his hand, a sword beam that was several meters long was 

instantly cut out! 

 

Just this random knife, the coercion it exudes, makes those a dozen people feel that it is difficult to 

breathe! 

 

The sword light moved towards the rock wall of the crater, and it slashed on the rock wall in an instant! 

 

Rumbling… 

 

A loud noise, followed by a splash of rocks! 

 

Soon, an oblique passage appeared, leading straight to the top of the crater! 

 

This time, everyone stared in stunned eyes, all of them short of breath! 

 

You must know that this is a stone wall with a height of hundreds of meters, and the stone wall of this 

crater has been washed by magma, and it is extremely hard! 

 

However, a passage was cut out by Kuroki Kawasaki’s sword… 

 



At this moment, everyone was very excited. As long as there is a strong man like Kuroki Kawasaki in the 

island country, no one can shake the martial arts world of the island country. 

 

After the group bowed down to Kuroki Kawasaki, they left along the passage! 

 

And the news that Kuroki Kawasaki is going to shoot, also spread in the entire island country in an 

instant! 

 

For a time, the island nation’s martial arts world cheered up and down. You must know that Kuroki 

Kawasaki is a legendary figure in the island nation’s martial arts world! 

 

And the high-level officials of the island country were all relieved after hearing that Kuroki Kawasaki was 

going to take action, because they knew that as long as Kuroki Kawasaki took action, David would 

definitely not survive. 
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Watanabe’s villa! 

 

David was in the first place, and across from him sat an islander in a suit and with a mustache! 

 

“Mr. Chen, I’m a messenger from the island nation’s martial arts world. My name is Muto Shinichi.” 

 

Muto Shinichi introduced himself to David. 

 

“What are you asking me for? Could it be that the martial arts world of your island country intends to 

surrender to me?” 

 

David said with a faint smile. 

 



In fact, David knew that when Muto Shinichi came to find him, it was definitely not the island nation’s 

martial arts world who wanted to surrender to him. He just wanted to disgust this guy! 

 

Sure enough, when David said these words, Muto Shinichi’s face changed instantly. 

 

But in the end he restrained himself and shook his head slightly: “No, I’m here to send a battle post to 

Mr. Chen.” 

 

Saying that, Muto Shin pushed a very beautiful battle post to David! 

 

David directly threw the battle post aside: “Speak directly…” 

 

Muto Shinichi looked at David’s arrogant appearance and tried his best to restrain himself! 

 

“Mr. Chen, you wantonly slaughtered in our island country, causing dissatisfaction in our island 

country’s martial arts community, so senior Kuroki Kawasaki offered to fight you, I wonder if you dare to 

fight?” 

 

Muto Shinichi used a somewhat contemptuous tone. said. 

 

He did this on purpose, to stimulate David, to make David impulsive and agree to this battle! 

 

Because he knew that Kuroki Kawasaki was too famous, he was afraid that David would be too scared to 

fight after hearing about it! 

 

“Don’t use such a tone, although that Kuroki Kawasaki is the first person in the island country in your 

eyes, but in my eyes, he is not a fart.” 

 



“Isn’t it just a battle, I’ll just do it…” 

 

David Yi sneered. 

 

Muto Shinichi frowned: “You are too presumptuous. Senior Kuroki Kawasaki is the number one warrior 

in our island country. He has lived for nearly two hundred years and can be called a living fairy. How 

dare you say that about him? 

 

” Immortals? Have you seen what immortals look like?” 

 

“Besides, you are just a messenger, and you dare to accuse me…” 

 

David exuded a huge breath, and the terrifying coercion went straight to Muto Shinichi go! 

 

Although Muto Shinichi is also a martial artist, under the enormous pressure of David, it is really 

nothing! 

 

With a thud, Muto Shinichi was crushed to his knees in front of David! 

 

“I won’t kill you today, but I will let you see what a real immortal is…” 

 

David put away his coercion, and then Wuto Shinichi stood up tremblingly! 

 

At this time, his face was already extremely pale! 

 

“Okay, in three days, at the crater of Mount Fuji, senior Kuroki Kawasaki will be waiting for you…” 

 



After Muto Shinichi finished speaking, he turned around and was about to leave! 

 

“Wait a minute…” 

 

At this time, Lao Fan walked in, stopped the Muto Shinichi, and then said, “Since it’s an appointment, 

why should you decide the time and place? You can decide the time, but we need to decide the location. 

“…” 

 

Muto Xinyi heard, the corners of his eyes twitched slightly, because Kuroki Kawasaki would never go out 

of the crater, if David really set the location by himself, then Kuroki Kawasaki would definitely not go. 

 

“What? Are you afraid that you won’t be able to climb the Fuji crater at all?” 

 

Muto Shinichi started to use aggressive tactics! 

 

“Okay, don’t use aggressive tactics, the time and place are up to you.” 

 

“Go away…” 

 

David waved his hand impatiently! 

 

When Wuto Xin saw David’s agreement, he was overjoyed and left quickly. He was afraid that David 

would go back on it! 

 

And Lao Fan looked at David and said, “Mr. Chen, you’ve been fooled. Although Kuroki Kawasaki is 

powerful, his strength will drop a little after leaving the crater, because most of the energy in his body is 

It comes from absorbing the heat of the magma in the crater.” 

 



“That’s why Kuroki Kawasaki has been living in seclusion in the crater. This is the information I got after 

a lot of effort.” 

 

It seems that Lao Fan knows Chen There must be a battle between Ping and Kuroki Kawasaki, so I have 

been inquiring about all kinds of information about that Kuroki Kawasaki. 
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David smiled lightly: “Old Fan, it’s okay, I’m confident…” 

 

Seeing that David was so confident, Lao Fan couldn’t say anything! 

 

After David promised to fight with Kuroki Kawasaki three days later, the island nation’s martial arts 

world began to build momentum, and it was mandatory for the heavyweights of the martial arts world 

to visit! 

 

Because this will be the last battle of Kuroki Kawasaki, no one will see the style of the first samurai of 

this island country in the future! 

 

Many people knew the news and started to set off very early to go to the crater of Mount Fuji! 

 

Although ordinary people cannot climb the crater, they still try their best to climb Mount Fuji to the 

highest position they can reach! 

 

The day of the battle has not yet come, and Mount Fuji is already overcrowded! 

 

These people are all here to witness the first warrior of their island country! 

 

An immortal who has survived for nearly two hundred years! 



 

Even the island country officials are paying close attention. At this time, everyone in the island country is 

attracted by this epic battle! 

 

Three days are coming soon! 

 

David took Hu Mazi and Lao Fan to the crater of Mount Fuji! 

 

This time I didn’t bring Fumio Watanabe, because the Watanabe family has a lot of things that need to 

be dealt with by Fumio Watanabe! 

 

Among them, the construction of the shrine must also be watched by Watanabe Fumio! 

 

When David and the others arrived, they were stunned by the sight in front of them. 

 

I saw that all the people on Mount Fuji were in darkness, and the entire Mount Fuji was almost full! 

 

Muto Shinichi has been standing at the foot of the mountain, anxiously waiting for David’s arrival! 

 

He was afraid that David would miss the appointment. In that case, they would not be able to explain it 

to everyone! 

 

So many people are paying attention to this matter, even the officials are paying close attention! 

 

If David doesn’t come, how does Muto Shinichi explain? 

 

But when he saw David’s car slowly approaching, he finally let go of his dangling heart! 



 

“Mr. Chen, I didn’t expect you to be on time…” 

 

Muto Shinichi said. 

 

“I’m always on time, especially in a game like this…” 

 

David said with a faint smile. 

 

“You’re very arrogant…” 

 

Muto Shinichi raised the corner of his mouth. 

 

“This is not arrogance, but self-confidence…” 

 

David said calmly. 

 

“Very good, your self-confidence, I hope your self-confidence can be maintained to the end…” 

 

After Muto Shinichi finished speaking, he turned and glanced! 

 

The dense crowd soon separated a path! 

 

David followed behind Muto Shinichi and slowly walked up the mountain! 

 



Along the way, everyone was talking about David! 

 

“Is this guy the one who destroyed the four major shrines? He’s too young…” 

 

“Could I be mistaken, this guy looks like he’s in his twenties?” 

 

“That’s it, I can punch him If you kill him, do you still use Senior Kuroki Kawasaki to shoot?” 

 

Everyone looked at David in disbelief! 

 

Soon, David and the others came under the crater. To climb up the crater, they needed a certain amount 

of strength! 

 

At this time, although there are many people in the crater, but these are very powerful people in the 

martial arts world of the island country, most of them are the strength of Great Wuhan! 

 

“Senior Kuroki Kawasaki is waiting for you in the crater. You need to go up by yourself. I don’t have the 

strength…” 

 

Muto Shinichi said. 

 

David glanced at the crater, and suddenly jumped up, the whole person was like an arrow from the 

string, straight into the sky! 

 

With this slight jump, David jumped up to a height of dozens of meters! 

 

Immediately after, the toes stepped on the stone wall, and the figure rose again! 



 

Just two vertical crossings, to the edge of the crater! 

 

At this moment, there are many people standing on the edge of the crater. Those who can stand here 

are all masters of the martial arts world of the island country! 

 

And Kazuo Kawaguchi is also impressive! 

 

Seeing Kazuo Kawaguchi, David’s eyes stopped on him for a while, feeling David’s eyes, Kazuo 

Kawaguchi’s body shook slightly, and he hurriedly hid behind the people around him! 
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The others looked at David in shock, all gasping for breath! 

 

You must know that although their strength is good, they all climbed up with a breath of energy, and 

David jumped up easily. 

 

They have never seen this kind of strength. If they had David’s strength, they wouldn’t have to be 

trapped in the crater in the first place, embarrassingly let Kuroki Kawasaki cut out the passage with a 

sword! 

 

David looked at the log cabin in the crater, his figure floated down, and he landed firmly in front of the 

log cabin! 

 

When David just landed, the door of the wooden house opened automatically, and Kuroki Kawasaki 

walked out slowly! 

 

When he saw David, Kuroki Kawasaki was stunned. He didn’t expect David to be so young. 

 



And David was also stunned. He didn’t expect Kuroki Kawasaki to retain his appearance in middle age. 

He always thought that Kuroki Kawasaki was already a gray-bearded old man! 

 

Both of them were just stunned for a moment, but they recovered quickly! 

 

“You are David?” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki asked. 

 

“You are Kuroki Kawasaki?” 

 

David also asked. 

 

Seeing David calling him by his name, Kuroki Kawasaki was not angry. You must know that in the island 

country, no one dares to call him by his name, not even the land emperor of the island country! 

 

“Yes, I am Kuroki Kawasaki…” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki nodded. 

 

“I am David…” 

 

David also nodded! 

 

The two are not talking, looking at each other! 

 



However, at this time, a huge amount of spiritual consciousness emanated from the two people, 

shrouding the other side! 

 

They are all probing each other’s ins and outs! 

 

At this time, everyone on the crater saw that Kuroki Kawasaki and David were motionless, and they 

were all stunned. They couldn’t understand what these two people were doing! 

 

About a few minutes later, Kuroki Kawasaki withdrew his consciousness and said slowly: “I didn’t expect 

you to be so young, although your physique is different from ordinary people, it is impossible for you to 

reach such a state at such an age! “ 

 

It’s strange, it’s really strange…” 

 

David also took back his consciousness: “No wonder you dare not come out of here to fight with me. If 

you leave here, not only will your strength decline, but even your current appearance will change.” It 

will age rapidly!” 

 

“To put it bluntly, this is just your cage. If I don’t agree to come here to fight with you, you will have no 

way at all.” 

 

“You are just a caged tiger, and the world’s But I don’t know that, I still regard you as the number one in 

the island country!” 

 

The test just now made the two of them really have some understanding of each other! 

 

“You’re right, I’m really just a caged tiger, but now that you’re here, you can only accept your fate…” 

With 

 



that, Kuroki Kawasaki waved lightly, and the cabin exploded in an instant! 

 

Immediately in the middle of the wooden house, a jet of magma spurted out, mixed with a samurai 

sword! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki directly took the samurai sword in his hand! 

 

“Show your weapon…” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki said. 

 

“Heart and sword are one. When it’s time to use a weapon, I will naturally use it.” 

 

David said lightly. 

 

“Oh? Are you planning to fight me with your bare hands?” 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s eyes narrowed slightly, and then he inserted the samurai sword in his hand into the 

magma again: “Then I will fight with you empty-handed…” 

 

“I I advise you to use your samurai sword, otherwise I’m afraid you will never have a chance to use it!” 

 

David said calmly. 

 

“Hey, arrogant child, you have cultivated to this level at your age, and your future will definitely be 

unlimited. It’s a pity that you are too arrogant and your mood is unstable, so you have to pay for your 

arrogance…” 



 

Kuroki Kawasaki Leng With a snort, his eyes flashed coldly, and he slapped David directly with a palm! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki is here! 
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When everyone on the crater saw Kuroki Kawasaki’s action, all of them widened their eyes, for fear of 

missing the slightest bit of a wonderful battle! 

 

Huh… 

 

A roaring wind came towards David! 

 

The huge energy roared like a gust of wind, and it was in front of David in an instant! 

 

Under the strong wind of this palm, even the spattered magma was swept up, emitting bursts of hot 

flames! 

 

Seeing this, David made a fist with his right hand, flashing golden light! 

 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

 

With a punch, the strong spiritual power instantly condensed, turned into a huge fist, and slammed 

towards Kuroki Kawasaki’s palm! 

 

Rumbling …. 

 



The fist strength and the palm wind collided fiercely, and the sound of thunder sounded, and the crater 

formed a natural loudspeaker, and the sound spread to the sky! 

 

The huge sound caused everyone standing on the crater to cover their ears, and the entire island 

country could almost hear this deafening sound! 

 

Then the huge residual energy rushed in all directions, and was blocked by the volcano wall, and then 

rushed upwards! 

 

For a while, the people on the crater didn’t react yet, and they were knocked out by this force, one by 

one fell from the crater, causing heavy casualties in an instant! 

 

Even Kazuo Kawaguchi fell down and fell to the ground ruthlessly! 

 

You must know that those who can stand on the crater are the most powerful people in the martial arts 

world of the island country. 

 

But at this time, because of the aftermath of the battle between David and Kuroki Kawasaki, these 

people were directly killed and injured! 

 

It can be seen how powerful the fight between David and Kuroki Kawasaki is! 

 

The magma that was originally splashing and flowing in the crater was blown out of the crater by Yu Jin 

because of this fight, and fell from the sky one after another! 

 

For a time, many people were scalded by the magma, and the mourning continued. At this moment, the 

outside of the crater was like purgatory! 

 

But David and Kuroki Kawasaki looked at each other after the fight! 



 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s face became a little dignified! 

 

The right arm trembled slightly! 

 

Just after the first fight, Kuroki Kawasaki felt the endless power in David’s body! 

 

If you are a master, you only need one move to tell the difference between the winner and the loser! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s pupils began to shrink continuously, and his practice for more than a hundred years 

made him doubt himself at this moment! 

 

Even if David cultivated from his mother’s womb, he shouldn’t have such a huge amount of energy! 

 

Although Kuroki Kawasaki was shocked, he did not have the slightest fear! 

 

Because even if the energy in David’s body is huge, it will eventually be exhausted! 

 

And as long as he is in this crater, he can continuously absorb the heat of the underground magma! 

 

In other words, he can have a steady stream of power input, while David does not! 

 

This is his advantage! 

 

“Kid, let me see how much energy you can store in your body…” 

 



After speaking, Kuroki Kawasaki roared and shot at David again. 

 

Swinging his palm into a knife, he slashed towards David fiercely! 

 

This time, the strength was extremely condensed, and it smashed through the void in an instant, making 

a harsh and sharp sound of breaking through the sky! 

 

When David saw this, he drew his finger as a sword, a golden light flickered, and a huge spiritual force 

shot out from David’s fingers in an instant, and then solidified into a long sword, and chopped it out! 

 

Although the two did not use weapons, they turned their qi into swords and competed! 

 

clang………… 

 

Even if it was condensed into a weapon, it also collided with a crisp metal sound! 

 

Immediately after that, Kuroki Kawasaki’s incomparably overbearing blade was cut off by David’s sword 

in an instant. 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki frowned, and could only retreat backwards to avoid the sword energy, but at this time 

he retreated, and in the eyes of others, it was a defeat! 

Chapter 2049 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s face began to look extremely ugly. He thought he could easily win the battle, but now 

he has fallen behind! 

 

Kacha………… 

 



Kuroki Kawasaki pulled out his samurai sword with one hand, and he started to use his weapon! 

 

At the same time as the samurai sword was pulled out, another stream of magma spurted out, and then 

the magma not only started to rise out, but then flowed everywhere! 

 

Seeing that the lava flowed to the feet of Kuroki Kawasaki, but Kuroki Kawasaki did not dodge! 

 

The magma wrapped Kuroki Kawasaki’s feet, and Kuroki Kawasaki still didn’t move! 

 

White mist began to emerge from the magma, and Kuroki Kawasaki was breathing heartily in the white 

mist. 

 

The heat in the magma began to be absorbed and transformed by Kuroki Kawasaki! 

 

The magma also flowed to David’s feet, and David didn’t care, as if the feet that were stepping on the 

magma were not his own! 

 

Holding the samurai sword in his hand, Kuroki Kawasaki’s aura suddenly changed and he became much 

more confident! 

 

Holding the knife in both hands, then volleyed towards David! 

 

The silver sword glow flashed, and Kuroki Kawasaki condensed all his strength on the sword glow! 

 

Seeing this, David grabbed his right hand in the air, and the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared in David’s 

hand! 

 



When the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared, Kuroki Kawasaki was slightly taken aback. He originally 

thought that David had no weapons. After all, David did not have a weapon on his body! 

 

But I don’t want David’s weapon to really be integrated with the body. This is the highest level of kendo, 

the combination of man and sword… 

 

But he has already shot, and Kuroki Kawasaki can’t stop, so he can only bite the bullet and continue with 

the knife To cut off. 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand instantly hummed and greeted him directly! 

 

The swords collided, making a steel-like sound! 

 

At the moment when the swords collided, the entire void began to vibrate violently, as if time and space 

were overwhelmed and about to collapse out of a black hole! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki saw that there was no way to break through David’s sword qi, and then the sword light 

turned, the whole person turned into a streamer, and he even completed the unity of man and sword! 

 

It’s just that Kuroki Kawasaki’s man and knife are unified, and there is still a lack of fire. With Kuroki 

Kawasaki’s whole person turning upside down, the samurai sword in his hand also sent out a series of 

sharp blades, killing David’s whole body. Cover it! 

 

At this time, in the eyes of outsiders, there are countless Kuroki Kawasakis around David who are 

attacking David with katana swords! 

 

No matter how David resisted, it was impossible to stop the attack from all directions! 

 

“Nine Shadows Sword Art…” 



 

David shouted loudly, and then his body shook violently, and in an instant, one after another clone 

appeared exuding aura! 

 

Holding the same Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand, he started waving it! 

 

David’s body and avatar formed a circle, and the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand continued to emit 

bursts of sword energy. 

 

This time, the Kuroki Kawasaki had no chance for an instant. 

 

Dang dang dang…… 

 

A crisp and deafening voice came out, all the blades of Kuroki Kawasaki were blocked, and they did not 

break through David’s defense! 

 

Looking at David’s Nine Shadows Swordsmanship, Kuroki Kawasaki was stunned! 

 

Now even he himself can’t tell which one is David’s body! 

 

Because none of David can really feel the breath, and even the flow of blood! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki has never seen such a real avatar! 

 

The Nine Shadows Swordsmanship is the unique skill of the Watanabe family. Kuroki Kawasaki has seen 

it before, but there is no such power at all! 

 



Kuroki Kawasaki didn’t understand at all that the Nine Shadows Sword Technique was not stolen by 

David, but was taught to him by someone. 

 

Now David uses the strength of the Nine Shadows Sword Art to surpass anyone in the Transition Bian 

family! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s face became very solemn. 

 

Chapter 2050 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s face became extremely ugly. He thought he could easily win the battle, but now he is 

still at a disadvantage! 

 

Kacha………… 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki pulled out his samurai sword with one hand, and he started to use his weapon! 

 

At the same time as the samurai sword was pulled out, another stream of magma spurted out, and then 

the magma not only started to rise out, but then flowed everywhere! 

 

Seeing that the lava flowed to the feet of Kuroki Kawasaki, but Kuroki Kawasaki did not dodge! 

 

The magma wrapped Kuroki Kawasaki’s feet, and Kuroki Kawasaki still didn’t move! 

 

White mist began to emerge from the magma, and Kuroki Kawasaki was breathing heartily in the white 

mist. 

 

The heat in the magma began to be absorbed and transformed by Kuroki Kawasaki! 



 

The magma also flowed to David’s feet, and David didn’t care, as if the feet that were stepping on the 

magma were not his own! 

 

Holding the samurai sword in his hand, Kuroki Kawasaki’s aura suddenly changed and he became much 

more confident! 

 

Holding the knife in both hands, then volleyed towards David! 

 

The silver sword glow flashed, and Kuroki Kawasaki condensed all his strength on the sword glow! 

 

Seeing this, David grabbed his right hand in the air, and the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared in David’s 

hand! 

 

When the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared, Kuroki Kawasaki was slightly taken aback. He originally 

thought that David had no weapons. After all, David did not have a weapon on his body! 

 

But I don’t want David’s weapon to really be integrated with the body. This is the highest level of kendo, 

the combination of man and sword… 

 

But he has already shot, and Kuroki Kawasaki can’t stop, so he can only bite the bullet and continue with 

the knife to cut off. 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand instantly hummed and greeted him directly! 

 

The swords collided, making a steel-like sound! 

 



At the moment when the swords collided, the entire void began to vibrate violently, as if time and space 

were overwhelmed and about to collapse out of a black hole! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki saw that there was no way to break through David’s sword qi, and then the sword light 

turned, the whole person turned into a streamer, and he even completed the unity of man and sword! 

 

It’s just that Kuroki Kawasaki’s man and knife are unified, and they still lack the heat. With Kuroki 

Kawasaki’s whole person turning upside down, the samurai sword in his hand also directly sent out a 

series of sharp blades, killing David’s whole body. Cover it! 

 

At this time, in the eyes of outsiders, there are countless Kuroki Kawasakis around David who are 

attacking David with katana swords! 

 

No matter how David resisted, it was impossible to stop the attack from all directions! 

 

“Nine Shadows Sword Art…” 

 

David shouted loudly, and then his body shook violently, and in an instant, one after another clone 

appeared exuding aura! 

 

Holding the same Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand, he started waving it! 

 

David’s body and avatar formed a circle, and the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand continued to emit 

bursts of sword energy. 

 

This time, the Kuroki Kawasaki had no chance for an instant. 

 

Dang dang dang…… 



 

A crisp and deafening voice came out, all the blades of Kuroki Kawasaki were blocked, and they did not 

break through David’s defense! 

 

Looking at David’s Nine Shadows Swordsmanship, Kuroki Kawasaki was stunned! 

 

Now even he himself can’t tell which one is David’s body! 

 

Because none of David can really feel the breath, and even the flow of blood! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki has never seen such a real avatar! 

 

The Nine Shadows Swordsmanship is the unique skill of the Watanabe family. Kuroki Kawasaki has seen 

it before, but there is no such power at all! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki didn’t understand at all that the Nine Shadows Sword Technique was not stolen by 

David, but was taught to him by someone. 

 

Now David uses the strength of the Nine Shadows Sword Art to surpass anyone in the Transition Bian 

family! 

 

Kuroki Kawasaki’s face became very solemn. 

 


